Abstract
Introduction
Language cannot be separated from human beings since it connects people. By language, people can direct the ideas in their mind. Language consists of its elements due to its primary function in communication.
The elements found in a language are sounds, words, phrases, clauses, sentences and texts. Its element in the language is not a simple one because it contains the rules which are quite complex. As the example, in studying the sound of language, the processes how the sounds are produced, what speech organs involved are also observed. The study of words is also prominent in language study. It involves the properties of how the words are composed and related to others. When words come to the real context, the meaning of the words will be more obvious.
This paper attempts at analyzing the contrastive and contextual analysis of the verb run. By doing the analysis, it is expected that the readers of this paper can see how a word has various features and meanings. Therefore, their knowledge in language will improve. This paper also presents the meanings of the verb run in the real context, meaning that the verb is taken from various fields. However, before going to the analysis, the theories of semantics, componential, contrastive and contextual analysis are elaborated so that the core of the analysis can be absorbed better. The theory of semantics becomes the background why this paper is worth studying. The understanding of componential and contrastive analysis illustrates how a word is composed by its features.
The contextual analysis understanding shows how a context can enact the different meaning, but is possible to have the same features.
Semantics
Words are found in the dictionary so that it becomes the source to find the meanings. However, human beings are also capable to describe the meanings of words since human beings are the language users. Fromkin (2000) says, "To understand a language we need to know the meaning of words and the morphemes that compose them (151)." Therefore, words are the element of a language which cannot be denied. Words enable things and ideas to define. Furthermore, Fromkin (2000) says that we also must know how the meanings of words combine into phrase and sentence meanings. Finally we must interpret the meaning of utterances in the context in which they are made (151). Based on that statement, the knowledge of word meanings are the foundation in interpreting meanings in the greater contexts. Therefore, the analysis of the contrastive and contextual analysis of run is fruitful. Finch (2005) argues that semantics deals with the ways in which words acquire meanings (136). Words are the tools to describe meanings, even though in certain case contexts are also important in order to describe the meanings. Semantics can be concluded as the study of the linguistic meaning of morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences. Many people assume that semantics only deals with meanings of words. However, there are some types of semantics as proposed by Fromkin, namely lexical semantics and phrasal or sentential semantics. Lexical semantics deals with the meanings of words and the meaning relationships among words. Phrasal or sentential semantics concerns with the meaning of syntactic units larger than words (152). People can find the meanings of words easily from the dictionaries. However, as suggested by Fromkin (2004) , human beings are walking dictionaries because they know the meanings of thousands of words. Therefore, words meanings are part of one's linguistic competence. The term lexicon is the mental storehouse of information about words and morphemes (152).
Componential Analysis
The meanings of words have properties namely semantic properties. Fromkin (2004) argues that the presence of one semantic property can be inferred from the presence or absence of another (155) . As the example is the word father. Some properties are found, such as "male", "mature", and "animate". Those features are necessary to define in order to find the distinctive meanings of the synonymous words. The features are also needed to conduct in order to find the same features of other words. When father is compared to boy, both of them have distinctive feature of "mature", and similarity in "male". Siewierska in Katamba (2009) states that classical componential analysis involves comparing a set of words in a semantic field in pairs and distinguishing between them in terms of a set of binary features (195) . A very simple example is below.
man
: + male, +mature woman : -male, +mature boy : +male, -mature girl : -male, -mature
The componential analysis above shows how words share the distinctive features. Binary features can be applied well in such words. The analysis above obviously shows how a word is composed by its feature in the sense of /+/ or /-/. However, in the synonymous words like run, catch, escape, and gallop will face difficulty if they are analyzed using binary features as above mentioned. Therefore, the contrastive analysis is needed. Nida (1975) says that for the analysis of distinctive features or components of meaning, the relation of contiguity is decidedly the most important. It is said so because contiguity represents the relations between closely related meanings occupying a well-defined, restricted semantic domain, and exhibiting certain well-marked contrasts (18). Some synonymous words such as run, gallop, catch and escape have contrastive features. Even though the meaning seems the same, each word has different important feature which differentiate one another.
Contrastive Analysis
Each meaning is distinctly set off from other related meanings by at least one important feature (Nida, 1975:18 Nida (1975: 32) clarifies that in examining and describing of the semantic components, to unite meanings as different senses of the same lexical unit and to separate them as distinct meanings are needed to involve. Therefore, the contrastive analysis is prominent. In the discussion part later, the contrastive analysis is conducted to the same lexical unit of the verb run. The features composing the verb run are also found.
Contextual Analysis
The obvious feature of the relation of meaning is the tendency for meanings to overlap (Nida, 1975:16) . It cannot be denied that the meaning of a word only does not stand itself. When the same word occurs in the different context, the feature of the meaning also appears. Nida (1975: 138) suggests that in concerning the contextual meaning of the verb run, the classification and analysis are those which are nonidiomatic uses. Therefore, this paper only focuses on the contextual analysis of the verb run which does not constitute the idiomatic expression.
Some sources are involved in the contextual analysis of the verb run. The sentences are found in the academic articles, short stories, news and books. By involving various fields, the better understanding of the contextual analysis is expected to achieve. After presenting the contextual meanings of the verb run, finding out the feature of its context is conducted. By doing so, the percentage of features of the verb run in the context can be concluded. The percentage will show how the semantic feature overlaps in meanings. Nida (1975) says that one aspect of language which complicates the study of meaning is that even a single meaning of a term may include enormous range of referents, meanings objects to which such a form refer (13). The verb run may refer to quickly movement by legs. It may also be related to human or animals as the objects who do the activity. That illustration show how a word may create various referent, and therefore meanings. The following parts present and discuss the contrastive and contextual analysis of the verb run. Each part exhibits the table of either contrastive or contextual analysis of the verb run.
Discussion

Contrastive Analysis of Run
In relation to the verb run, some words are assumed to have similar meanings. Even though the meanings are similar, there are some distinctive features which differentiate one word to another. Finding out the distinctive features of the verb run is important to conduct so that the readers can see how a word is composed by its features. The semantic features also differentiate the meanings even though two words are assumed as closely related. Table 1 below shows the distinctive features of the verb run and its synonymous words. The table above shows that those synonymous words are distinctive in the angles of manner, agent, situation, distance, direction and purpose. Nida (1975) says that the meanings of words which share certain features with them but contrast with them in respect to other features (32). The situation of the word escape is in dangerous situation, whereas in the word catch the situation is sudden. In the sense of direction, escape derives from somewhere, while catch goes to particular direction. In the purpose feature, escape aims at getting out of certain situation, while catch aims at getting something. When those words are analyzed using componential analysis, it will be as follows.
escape
: + dangerous, + get out of certain situation catch : -dangerous, -get out of certain situation
However, the componential analysis of those two words is not determined as the most appropriate one. Since, the features found in the verbs escape and catch are various, therefore the contrastive analysis is seen as the best approach.
When the words escape and catch appear in the contexts as in (1) He didn't attempt to touch her again, but he stood squarely in front of her, thwarting her attempts to escape (2) We saw the eagle swoop from the sky to catch its prey, the understanding of the semantic features which the words have can be done. The feature of "purpose" is seen obviously. Sentence (1) indicates that the feature "purpose" is to get out of something or certain situation. Whereas, sentence (2) indicates that the feature "purpose" is to get something.
The illustration above shares the idea that the meaning of synonymous words can be broken into several features. Finding out the features is important so that the understanding of the words can be fulfilled. As Nida (1975: 111) says that the semantic units share greatest number of common components and differ from another in the smallest number of diagnostic components. The contrastive features presented above exhibit how the small diagnostic components can differentiate the meaning of one word to another.
Contextual Analysis of Run
After analyzing the contrastive features occur in the word run and its synonymous words, it is necessary to find out the meanings of the word run in context. By conducting the contextual analysis, the overlapping feature occurs in the context can be seen obviously. The table below shows the contextual analysis of the verb run. Nida (1975) has defined the contextual analysis of the verb run. However, Nida does not provide the feature of the word in the context. Therefore, the table below is the improvement of Nida's analysis of the verb run. We are told that unless we make peace with these noblemen, candidates are to be run all over the country Direction 26 Film To display At first, the two parts of the film are simply run in parallel, not fully joined, in a form known as a 'double-head' Manner 27 Politics To take place Yet, one of the catchwords that has been widely heard in Washington and elsewhere during the run up to the war has been the need to create a democratic environment in the Middle East after the war is over.
Situation 28 Education To be controlled
Run by the Open College of the Arts in association with the Trust, 'The Art of Garden Design' aims to introduce the principles of good, small-scale garden planning through a series of practical activities. The features which occur in the contextual analysis above can be summarized in the chart below. The numbers presented below correspond in percentage (%).
Chart 2. Semantic Features found in the Context (Extended)
The table above shows that "agent" appears most as the semantic feature of run found in the context. "Agent" appears as 28%. After "agent", "purpose" is the next feature which equals 20% in the context of run. "Manner" and "direction" have the same percentage, 15%. "Situation" is the feature which is found as 12%. The last feature which appears the least is "distance" or "duration" which equals 10%. Table 3 above displays that the same features can appear in different contexts.
The contextual meanings of a word cannot be separated from the contrastive features. Each context represents the feature of the word has. The feature characterizes the meaning since different feature can also define a new meaning. In the examples no.1 and 4, run has "agent" and "situation" as the contrastive features. Run in no.1 means to control a business in the context of authority. Whereas, run in no.4 means to challenge a risk in the context of urgent situation. In meaning no.1, "agent" is assumed as the feature since to control a business needs an "agent". In other words, "agent" is the feature which characterizes the act of running. In meaning no. 4 which means to challenge a risk, "situation" is argued as the features which corresponds the meaning. Run can mean to challenge when the typical context underlying the feature is "situation". We cannot substitute the feature "agent" in the meaning no.4 because it will change the meaning.
The same contrastive feature may also appear in different context. The example is found in meanings no. 2 and 3. Both share the same contrastive feature, "agent". However, the meanings are different. The meaning of no.2 is to drive, while no.3 is to operate. It is because of the different context the verb run takes place. The context in no. 2 is ability and no.3 is technology. The "agent" is concluded as the feature representing the meaning due to the fact that both contexts need the "agent" to construct the meaning. The "agent" in no.2 is animate, a human who is able to drive. Whereas, the "agent" in no. 3 is inanimate, meaning a machine which is able to operate. It can be assumed that even though the same feature appears in the different contexts, the meanings of a word will be distinctive. Therefore, we can say that context may determine the distinctive meaning of a word.
In meanings no. 30 and 40, they share the same feature, "agent". The context is different because meaning no.30 has ability and no.40 has business as the contexts. However, they have the same meaning, to control. Sentence no.30 is said as having ability context due to the fact that it is because of the "agent's" ability. The meaning to control refers to what the "agent" does as the ability which marks the context. Sentence no.40 has business as the context since the meaning to control refers to business which the "agent" rules. Therefore, the similar meaning may appear in the different context when they share the same feature.
The different context with the same feature can also create the similar meaning. This situation can be found in meaning no. 35 and 39. The context of meaning no.35 is dangerous and context no.39 is sport. They share the same feature, "direction". It is chosen as the feature because the meaning is to leave or get out of a place. The context dangerous in meaning no.35 initiates the agent to get out of a place. "Agent" is not assumed as the feature since it does not mark the meaning. Since the meaning is to get out of a place in dangerous situation, therefore "direction" is seen as the appropriate feature. The similar meaning occurs in sentence no.39 even though the context is different. The context of meaning no.39 is sport since the circumstance triggering the agent to move. It also explains that meaning can be similar in the different context. However, the semantic feature which corresponds the word also influence the definition of the word being analyzed. Nida (1975: 141) already presents the contextual meaning of the verb run. The meanings presented by Nida also overlap with the meanings displayed in table.4. As the example, Nida defines that run can mean vehicular movement on schedule which has "manner" as the feature. The example of sentence is found in table 3, no.2. In table 3, no.7, we can also find the context of schedule. The feature is "direction" or "duration". The meaning is also different because in meaning no.7, run means to take place in particular schedule. Even though the features shared by no.2 and no.4 are different; people can see the similarities in the occurrence of run which is scheduled.
Conclusion
The meanings of the verb run can be derived from its features and contexts. The same context can cause the different meaning even though the features are also the same. The similar meanings can come from the different context and features depending on what core are marked. The same features do not guarantee the same meanings since the context also takes an important role in finding out the meaning. The overlapping features is found in the contexts due to the fact that the verb run has some features. Based on the analysis, the verb run has semantic features of "manner", "agent", "situation", "distance" or "duration", "direction", and "purpose". When the verb run occurs in various contexts, the features also appear. In the context, "agent" is the most feature which appears, 28%. "Purpose" is the next feature found in the context, 20%. The semantic feature "manner" and "direction" have the equal percentage in the context, 15%. "Situation" and "distance" or "duration" appear as the last two features of the verb run in the context which equal 12% and 10%. It can be summed up that a word is composed
